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EXPRESSIONS" SHARED, B. Y ,VIETNAMESE IN AMERICA

For Americana interested in knowing about

Vietnamese people,pie, the Los 4r.getes County Com-

nri-ssion on Hunan Relations offers, this over-

-view. The expressions quoted here represent-
Vietnamese individuals who have graciously

shared with us their experiences and insights.
For some, the culture shock, -of living in the .

United'Statea is very current; others we talked.
with, have been here for as many as ten. years.

1

Many of the Vietnamese nod entering Amerir

can aarrnorities: are familiartvith Western ways.

Some are educated urban employees or boUeagues
:4-of French and/ American business people or of-

ficale4 They be more .Westernized'than the
people whose expressions appear here, or.... they

may not.

V
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"Wimof Ion asked my gone in this coUntry,
i'urit4 it; and I use a cam= between the'..
first and second games.",

an this instance, ihe tests "first" and "second"
make reference to the/ Vietnamese order in which
'names are given'. Perhaps the simpliest way to
explain this very confusing cultural difference-,

- is by example. .In Vietnfim, a man's full name
'may be:

Nguyen Trong hiet (Jones Pau, . John).

Because there are not many different surnames, a
'great number of Vietnamese are Nguyens (Joneses).
For this reason, a Vietnamese perseln is properly
called name. In this case:.

Mr. Thiet (tr..John)

If the man has a wife, she may, in.different
situations be called:

r

Mrs. Thiet (Mrs. John)

Mrs, (Mrs. Itary)

r)
Same Vietnamese have adopted thetAmerican order
of names. References to "first name" or "last
name" are not advisable. Even the term "family
name" can be misunderstoo4; some Vietnamese take
it to mean the name giveno them by their families
(i.e., .the given-name). For recordkeeping, a
well placed.comma,seems a good clarifying tool.
In conversation,' it is, simpliest to ask a Viet-
namese person which name he prefers.
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Vietnamese names are words for things of beauty

(flowers, snow, moon) for women and virtues' (wisdmi,

truth, honor) for men. Children are sometimes

given tht,names pf, animals as nicknames, to protect

them from unfriendly spirits. -

The signature of a Vietnamese person may be quite

ornate. This practice began with the French use

of officialseals on documents, and evolved into

the additibh of many complicated strokes to the

name. American bank tellers have been known to

quettion': "Is this your signature?".

FORMALITY

"If you ask a Vietnamese child if he would

like some candy, he will say 171491 because

he has been taught that that is the polite

answer. If you do not ask, but just hand

him the can 4, he will thank you and enjoy

it."

"In Vietnamese tradition, if you iivite me to

lunch, I should refuse. Then you should insist

and I would accept. Hero, in ,this country,

I have learned that if someone offere me a

cold drink and I refuse, he will believe that

I do not want a drink and I-will go thirsty."

A

The Vietnamese, particularly those with limited

exposure to Western ways, practice a formality which

is in sharp contrast to California casual, They

continue to address,Westerh,persons as Mr., Mrs.,

or Miss until invited to do othervise. With

Vietnamese persons, they may change to terms such

as "uncle" and "aunt" which are more familiar and

also more respectful,of elders. After a short

time here, Vietnamese'learn that American casual-

ness in addressing persons is not meant as dis-

respect, but as friendliness.
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If you were to thank a Vietnamese- person -fa; _

anytking, you would probably be tanked in return.(
To the Vietnamese, it is strange _when "you'ri4)
welaNne" is abbreviated into a "that's
"111 huh," or "no sweat."

,'hutch treat", invitations are-rare among the Viet-

namese. Unless the contrary is made quite
It is, assumed that any suggestion to eat together
is an offer to assume the cost. An offer to pay
your portion of the bI'l may offend a Vietnamese
host.

Even at informal dinners, the yoUnger and lower
s':atus individuals will not begin, eating before

elders- or "superiors" have begun. They will
-e--.en invite their "suoeriors" to 'begin.

,CATIJRAL INFLUENCES

"netnxnese go to Chinatown to buy groceries
or eat in restaurants: Their cooking is simi-
Zar to ours.

Thelthousand-year. Chinese rule of.Vietnam left

its mark 'ingrained in' the Vietnamese people.
Confucianist-teachings of even temper, just and fair
treatment of others, adaptation to the life around,
avoidance of exaggeration, respect for elders and
worship of ancestors have.become.part of the Viet-
aanese character. As one might expect in a culture
where ancestors are worshiped, kinship ties are'
strong, children anasparticular4cns (by whom,the,
names are carried on) are a source of great pride.'

In the past, VietnaMese writing was by chkligraphy,.
like. Chinese writing. The `two languages used many.
of the same .characters (written symbols), but-the
spoken languages were mutually unintelligible.
Even neighboring countries (Cambodia, Laos;-Thailand)
have no words. in common with Vietnamese.
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TOUCtlING

PI lammed that warner; a
in America. 3 told'my wif
man. offers, to shake hands,
firbarrassed or think he is

' 1 I =elm: Pied to her that it

hands with men
that if an American-

a should not be
being farixtrd.

is cue here."

As with mos Askans, physical contact among t
Vietnamese/is limited to close friends and faaily,
and even

/
hen verbal expressions may be preferred.

Vietnam e children greet adults by folding their
tatta oss their chests and bowing. Adults

i ionally,clesped their hands before them and
bowe ; the highere hands, the greater the res-
pec shown.' Touching he top of a person's head
is' considered diemeaning'.--Vietnallese women working
among Americans sometimes experience great dis-
comfort, even distres3, at the- casual physical -,
contacts between men and women, such te=a touch
on the arm to interrupt a conversation,, or-a hand
on the back as they walk through a crowd,' Intellect
tual understanding of this cultural difference'is
helpful. A conscious effort to refrain from offend-
ing is even better.

"In Vietnam, as in acme other countries, a
man may hold the hand of another man to show
friendship. When I crane here, I learned
that people think you're hanosexual it you
do that."

4

.

In this instance, the Vietnamese changed his, conduct
when he learned that it was misinterpreted.

TACT /DIP LCMACY
a

t

"When I first worked for an American in
Vietnam, r had to get used' to his.' directness.

For instance he told me he did not like

any'mpre. thought he did not like Me cayl
_my being la and that I must not be late

I was mad inside myself. A Vietnamese boss

mould have to-leme that he looked for me this
.4
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morning and vilified I was in the other o fi'llos
wizen he did not see me. I would have under-
stood what he le" and I would have...tried to
be on time."

* * *

"If you are my friend and I need aloan,
I will not ask you for it. The Vietnaneise

, -way is to let you knao my need and give you the
Manse to offer me the. money if you want to.
Perhaps I would say, ,'Today I should buy nty
textbooks, will have to wait until I
'haveinvre/money.' Then, if you haVe the money

. you'Vnat to lend it to- me, you Uri ll offer
it., If you are Vietnamese, you would not ask
me if I wont it, bemuse. then I WM
'no'. You would hand it to its So will not
be .embarrassed."

Vietnamese are very conscious of and protective of
the feelihgs of others. Spoken coomunic.ations; as
illustrated above, may ,take the form of hinting. . ,

Even Tic situations (Western influenced) where frank
discussion is invited, the Vietnapese are inclined
to anticipate-the reactions of an thOse present

and.withhold or moderate negative opinions.
1 .

Viet:name:4e facial expressi re consistently

kept call, even smilin one Vietnamese find it

much easier to e s negative views through the

grapevine, -o tten form. Written English

is of - easier for Vietpamese,thin spoken English.
H Vietnamese have substantial English language

vocabularies. Conversation is more difficult because
o`f slang, idioms andsaccents.

.s
The "small talk" which Americans use to get acquainted

is a source of drscomfort for most Vietnamese.- Viet-
_names are not it ease talking about themselves

-t



what work they dO, hOw long they've been here, where

they live. To the Vietnamese, humility is a. virtue;

to talk about oneself is immodest. If a Vietnamese

person wants to know pore about another Vietnamese

person, he will inquire through a; third party.

When writing letters, the traditional Vietnamese
person will focus entirely on the recipient and

write nothing about himself and his own family.
There is a Confucian saying, "I do not grieve that I

as not known; I grieve if I.do not know others."

Viettaiese who have American. friends and family have

:learned that those Americans are interested and some-
times anxious to hear how they have been and what
they are doing.

SHARED LIFE

"My friends mime to visit me any time atndI/

oan visit them any time. You see, unti; /
recently,.3there'werefiw telephemes'in Vi etiian

.and Saigon is not as large as Los Angel a, so'

we are not used to phoning ahead, weiat go."

This continuous hospitality may suit sold American

communities and some American personalities. For

others, it would be a distinct incovenience. When

Vietnamese dine together, with friends, it, is usually

spontaneous - friends are visiting,/dihner time,

comes, and they share whatever is in the house.

"My American friend says that when ha goes

home from work, hs wants an hour alone in -a

quiet mom. I don't Zike to be alone very

much. I'm not happy to be alone."

The usual Vietnamese household includes the
extended family - grandparents, adult brVhers
and Sisters, brothers- and sisters-in-law.
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perhaps uncles, aunts, or cousins.Thosm who have
an income support t'-ase who don't. Mate 1 goods.,

Jiving spaceAnd life are shared. The additional

people are not considered to be an imposition, they
are regarded as emotional security and support,.
helpers.

OPEN HOUSES

"For a long time, I could not.get used to
living in an aipart7ent here, all' closed, in.

Every day,I had to go outside and' breathe
fresh air."

Vip.fnames.e homes are usually .0pt open to the out-

During waking hours, the doors to homes
(eicapt in very` rban.settiegs) usually stand open
for both ventilation and visiting. Particularly to
the Vietnamese person'coming from rural or semi -
rural, situ*ions, American homes-(especially city
apartments) arestrangely closed up. Securing homes
with lOcks, (precautions which, unfortunately, are
necessary), is in strong contrast to rural
Vietnamese living.

.;SOCIAL STANDAWiS
*3 4

..

. 4

"There are two seasons in Vietnam: hot and
wet, and hot and dry. You see this shirt
"Pm wearing? It would be too UUT to wear
in Vietnam. Berl I haveto wear heavier cloth-
ing to be comfortable."

Forsome time after their arrival here, Vietnamese
tend io"feel cold in.weather which Americans world
;considerquite comfortable. Some suffer severely
chap skin in this drier climate. Even on ho
_and humid days, Vietnaiese'wOmen are not likely.
to wear brief summer clothing. To the traditional
Vietnamese,.revealing clothes are not suitable for'
ladies.

N.
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It is considered unbecoming for a wife ,
earn,more.than her husband,'or to be employed .

when: he is not.

Marriiges, When not arranged by parents, must \_

at least- have parental approval. Vietnamese

,women take gt'eat pride in being mothers and home.;

makers.-- .

.
.

In some ways, the Vietnamese hold values which
are reminiscent of American standards in earlier

times,. In other ways, Americans and Vietnamese
are different to the point .of being in opposi-
tion. \The V ietnamese can be expected to be polite
(by Vietnamese standards) to the peop14 of this

`rust country SOmetimes their politeness will be

in the fo of adopting American customs athey
e-come aw e of them. The greatest wisdom for all

co' -rnea is the appreciation of intentions, not

the ju ement of:one..culture's actions by another

cultu s -.,tatdards

AL, LABOR

"There a saying Vi i'I aspire
to be a Mandarin. '"

The Mandarin envisioned is a
dressed in fine robes, sea
No Mandarin toils with h'
refugees have found4 o
jobs open to them a
age barriers, cer
and the general
this While

jobs and wo
be seen
for a V'

an Am
car,

c r.

earned high official,

d with arnis--- olded7'

hands. Many Vie samese
may' find, that the .onl

manual or semi-manual. Langu

ficating and licensing problems,
conomic situation all contribute- to

y Vietnamese here have taken manual

ed hard at them,,a\ultural bias ,may
their use of "free" time. It is hard

tnamese person to understand the pleasure
ican teacher might take in working on his

or in stripping layers of paint off an antique,

12
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an America, away from the office, the boss can relax
and do more as.he pleases; but in Vietnam the boss

is the boss, anytime -ald anywhere.' If the boss is

encountered away from work, he is still accorded-
all respect:and deference which the office would

dictate. The boss must live according to his

position al th -He may 'not go to a simple

little Testa t where e food' is goods., he must

go only tb fi t-rate eleg t,Istaurants which
suit his stet on in life.

FATALISM

Vietnamese will struggle to make their
lives Metter if they can. But at a certain

point, 'When they have done everything they

can, they will stop struggling and.accept

-,,v_mrer fate psamsfully.".
4

There appear- to be widely differing attitudes
among Vietnames-with reference to competition,
(industriousness and 'fatalism. These differences

are sometimes linked (by-the Vietnamese) to regional

or socio-economic It is generally agreed,

hoWevbr, that Viet se toward suffering

and toward life rnigen I differ 'significantly

from American attitudes..: Buddhism, Confucianism,
and Ta&1sm influence the Vietnamese toward quiet-
ness, rejection of storiving, and submission to

superior - -knflueitces absent Trot the usual Awl-

can `expo ence. 414

,.(11

'40APTAla ITY

"You 101141 bat* oo'?.. It bends,' it does "

not break. talL,the Vietnamese refugees
: that they will not be able. to live here as

they did in Vietnam. They will prbbably not
too lave jobs here comparable to those

.9.
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which they Wt. PN. acme of than tkis is
hard to accept. But I know that they will

. accept it, and that,they will adjust to life
hare."

The Vietnamese are proud. That, pride, along with

their sense of duty to family and their- resource-

fulness will be used in adjusting to life in anew
and different country.

e

Jig 1 4
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This paper is made available'as an educational

'service by:

The Los Angeles County Comdission on Human

Relations
320 West Temple Street, Room'1184
Los Angeles, California 90012

The text was prepared by Carole Chan, Staff ConMil-

tant.

The Commission -is grateful to indi iduals whO gave

interviews and to these Vietnamese rsons who

reviewed this material and offered.t eir suggestions:

Dr. Thich, Thien, An, President, College of
Oriental Studies, Los Angeles

Mr: Cong, Ngoc Dtiong
Mrs.,Suzanne Figueroa
Mrs. Kim Sloca
Mr. Nguyen, Trong Thiet

In addition, there were other reactor/reviewers
Who'aSkedthat their names be withheld:.becvse
members of their families remain in Vietnam.
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